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Daisy Commercial Caddy Pro is a 
commercial pool solution that has been 
designed and built as a robust portable drive to 
recover, and deploy, single or multiple commercial 
Thermal Foam or Solar pool covers onto Daisy 
Commercial Roller systems.
The Caddy Pro is a fully self contained, stand alone Stainless Steel console 
that suits any commercial pool from a single cover and roller, to multiple  
pools (e.g. 50m and 25m within the same complex) with multiple cover and  
roller systems.

The Caddy Pro’s 24v heavy duty internal batteries will usually last for weeks of work 
however, as there is an inbuilt battery charging system (powered by normal 10A GPO), we 
advise to simply park and place the Caddy Pro on charge when it is not in use.

With tilt and overload protection, along with normally off switching (the unit will only work when 
a button is pressed, it will stop when you release the button), this simple yet robust system is designed to make every pool operator’s 
life easier and reduce OH&S risk that may occur with manual roller usage.

Simple height adjustment allows the operator to fine tune the drive height to suit rollers within the surrounding pool area. The Caddy 
Pro can be used for all Daisy Commercial rollers with a 20mm square drive on them and can be built to suit the Daisy Commercial 
Under Bench Rollers’ lower height.

The Caddy Pro drives forward and reverse with the push of a button so once it is on the 
drive of the roller, simply press the button to recover the pool cover back on to the roller.

The Caddy Pro console handle has been ergonomically designed to make lining up the 
internal square drive easy. The drive drum slides onto the external square drive of the 
roller while using the simple height adjustment then, with the press of a button, you are 
recovering the pool cover in no time at all.

Deploying the pool cover is a breeze!

1. Attach the haul cord to the cover

2. Take the Caddy Pro to the opposite end of the pool, approximately in the centre of the 
cover (2-3 metres away from the pool water edge)

3. Feed the haul cord under the bottom idler roller then up to the back of the drive drum 
and hook the haul cord over the cut out finger of the drive drum

4. Then, simply push the button to haul the cover onto the pool. The recover drum 
simply slides out to the free wheel so you can remove the haul cord ready to deploy 
the next cover.

Click here to learn more about the Daisy Caddy Pro Portable Drive System.
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